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Task 1: Point-to-Point Communication Bandwidth (10 Points)
The fundamental communication mechanism in MPI are point-to-point messages. In this task,
our goal is to obtain insight on what communication bandwidth we can achieve when exchanging
messages between two MPI ranks (point-to-point). The data we collect will help us understand
and show limitations of the underlying network hardware on our target system.

a) (5 points) Write a small MPI program to measure the bandwidth of point-to-point messages.
Your program should output the measured bandwidth for message sizes starting from 20 byte
up to 224 byte. To average out noise when sending small messages, consider to design your
code such that you measure a given message size multiple times in an iterative loop. To
determine the bandwidth, you must compute the ratio

communication bandwidth =
total bytes transferred
total time for transfer

.

You may use MPI_Wtime or another suitable method to measure time. Since you are
interested in a point-to-point communication, your program must require exactly two ranks.

An example solution program is given in task01/bandwidth.cpp. The ideal program has an
outer loop that runs over the desired range of message sizes to be benchmarked. Each message
size is run iterations times to average out noise especially for small message sizes.

• 1 point for defining the correct message range to be benchmarked

• 2 points for correct computation of bandwidth

• 2 points for correct usage of MPI point-to-point communication semantics between two
ranks

b) (5 points) Perform two measurements on euler.ethz.ch:

1. Use a single node and map the two MPI ranks on the same socket.
2. Use two nodes and map the two ranks on one node each.
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Figure 1: Bandwidth for measurement 1 (OCN) and measurement 2 (SAN) on Euler.

For each of these two configurations, measure the bandwidth as a function of the message
size and visualize them in one log-log plot with message size on the abscissa and measured
bandwidth on the ordinate. Comment your findings in a few sentences.
Hint: Have a look at the ––map-by argument in the mpirun manpage. To verify your mapping,
see ––report-bindings in the same manpage. When you submit your jobs make sure you use
bsub -R fullnode to ensure that you get full nodes for yourself. This will minimize measurement
errors due to resource contention of other users on the same node.

The goal of this task was to run the benchmark of the previous task by explicit specification of
a rank mapping and then analyze the communication bandwidth performance for the specified
configuration. In general MPI is smart enough to choose the fastest available communication
channel. For example, if the ranks are mapped to the same socket they share the same memory
management unit and should be able to communicate at the bandwidth the CPU is capable to
manage. If they are on two different nodes, then communication must necessarily be tunneled
through the network that connects the nodes (often Gigabit Ethernet or InfiniBand on HPC
systems). If communication happens on the chip, as in the first case by mapping to a socket,
the network is called On-Chip Network (OCN), the latter is called a System Area Network (SAN)
which can cover larger distances at the cost of transfer speed. Figure 1 shows the measured
bandwidth for the two experiments discussed in this exercise. We observe the following:

1. Small messages can not saturate the bandwidth

2. Transfers on the SAN are slower

3. MPI tries to select the fastest possible network available for communication between two
ranks

4. The SAN saturates after a certain message size and provides consistent bandwidths for
larger messages

5. The OCN is optimized for a certain message size range

6. Ideal MPI message size is larger than 1 kB

You can see that small message sizes can not saturate the available bandwidth. If your MPI
application communicates many small messages, an optimization you should consider in that
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case is to pack many of the small messages into one larger message in order to utilize the
available hardware more efficiently.

• 1 points for correctly mapping MPI processes to nodes/sockets as was asked

• 1 point for presenting the measurements in the requested format, with labeled axes and
legend that identifies the measurements. (Standard deviation of multiple measurements
was not asked.)

• 3 points for mentioning at least 3 observations from interpreting the measurement data
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Task 2: Compute/Transfer overlap (30 Points)
Consider an application that performs smoothing sweeps on scalar structured 3D data u using
a Laplacian smoothing kernel given by

u
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where u(m)
i,j,k denotes the value of u at indices i, j, k and smooth sweep m. The smoothed data is

simply a weighted average of the neighboring data points. In the following subtasks, you will im-
plement a distributed version of the serial data smoother implemented in LaplacianSmoother.h
and LaplacianSmoother.cpp with main application in main.cpp. The distributed implemen-
tation shall use asynchronous MPI communication of ghost cell values with an MPI virtual
topology and derived MPI datatypes. The goal is to analyze the performance of our algorithm
with respect to latency hiding by compute/transfer overlap of asynchronous communication.

a) (10 points) Complete the code for the constructor in LaplacianSmootherMPI.cpp. You
need to take care of three tasks:

1. Define a virtual MPI topology for a Cartesian process layout. You may want to determine
the six neighbor ranks you need to communicate with when you exchange the ghost
cells.

2. Define derived MPI datatypes that help you to communicate the ghost cells with your
neighbors. Note that you can use the ghost buffers directly to receive data. You can
access the data u(m)

i,j,k with operator()(i,j,k). The address of the first ghost cell on
the low end of the i-dimension is given by &operator()(-1,0,0), for example.

3. Correctly initialize the data based on the global indices i, j, k of each point (see also
skeleton code).

You could find some helper attributes in the include/LaplacianSmootherMPI.h header that
you were not required to use. The Cartesian topology should be familiar to you from the previous
exercise. The neighboring ranks can be obtained with three calls to MPI_Cart_shift. The data
on the faces of the computational domain is selected by the MPI derived datatypes FaceX, FaceY
and FaceZ, respectively. Note that the FaceX type requires a helper type StripeX due to the
unfavorable strides in the data for x-face selection.

• 1 point for setting up the correct Cartesian MPI topology

• 1 point for the neighbor determination (either via MPI API or modulo operations)

• 2 points for the x-face derived MPI datatype

• 2 points for the y-face derived MPI datatype

• 2 points for the z-face derived MPI datatype

• 2 points for correct initialization

b) (10 points) The main sweep method (performs one smooth step) is defined in the sequential
implementation LaplacianSmoother.cpp and consists of four parts:

1. Initiate asynchronous communication of ghost cells with neighboring ranks
2. Perform smoothing operation on inner domain that is not affected by communication
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3. Synchronize communication
4. Perform smoothing operation on boundary domain using the received ghost cells

In this task, you implement the first and third item. The other two parts are identical to
the sequential code and are reused.
Implement these missing parts in LaplacianSmootherMPI.cpp Make use of the data struc-
tures that you have defined in the previous task. To check that your implementation produces
the same result as the sequential version, compute the check sum in the ’report’ function
(see skeleton code).

It is necessary that you use non-blocking MPI communication such that the calling thread gains
back control for continued execution. The simplest way to communicate the ghost cells is to use
the derived datatypes that you have defined in the previous task. To reduce possible (internal)
MPI overhead, we should post the receive calls first (see MPI ready send mode in Sec. 3.4 of
the standard). For the x-face at the “left” side of the domain we could use the following receive
call:

1 MPI_Irecv(&operator()(−1, 0, 0), 1, FaceX, nbr_[X0],
100, comm_cart_, &recv_req_[0]);

where the receive buffer is obtained with the data accessing operator (-1 means “one to the
left” from the very first data element). We receive this data from the corresponding neighbor
with index X0 (“left” neighbor, X1 is the “right” neighbor in this notation) using the datatype for
the x-face. The corresponding send call for these ghosts on rank nbr_[X0] looks as follows:

1 MPI_Isend(&operator()(Nx−1, 0, 0), 1, FaceX, nbr_[X1
], 100, comm_cart_, &send_req_[1]);

Note that this rank has to send its data on the “right” internal side of the domain to the rank
with index X1. Note that you should be using a different tag for each of the six exchanges of
ghost data (they are six independent transactions).

Every asynchronous MPI call is associated with a MPI_Request object. Any pending transaction
must be completed with a call to MPI_Wait, MPI_Waitany, MPI_Waitsome or MPI_Waitall.
Therefore, in the sync method you must complete any of the pending send and receive calls.
Upon successful completion, you can reuse the send and receive buffers. Note that MPI_Test
could also be used for completion. The difference is that testing for completion of pending
messages is non-blocking.

Alternatively, you could have used persistent requests (see MPI standard Sec. 3.9). Such re-
quests are not deallocated upon completion but marked inactive instead. Persistent requests
are useful for communication patterns that are repetitive, such as our ghost cell communication
in this exercise. In terms of performance, persistent requests may be cheaper to use if your
communication happens at a high frequency. For our exercise here, there is no performance
benefit for using persistent requests.

• 5 points for the correct MPI receive calls for the six faces

• 4 points for the correct MPI send calls for the six faces

• 1 points for an appropriate API call to match the pending send and receive requests ("MPI
Wait All")
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Figure 2: Example bar plot for the fraction of time per sweep spent in computation and
communication.

c) (10 points) Implement a profiling report similar to the output of the sequential code. In your
MPI code, compute the minimum, maximum and average time over all ranks for the total
time spent in sweep, comm_, smooth_inner_, sync_ and smooth_boundary_. You can
see the associated time accumulators in src/LaplacianSmoother.cpp:22. These time
measurements are the accumulated time over sweep_count_ invocations of the sweep
method. Write this code in src/LaplacianSmootherMPI.cpp:38.
Run your MPI code on euler.ethz.ch using 1, 2 and 4 ranks with 2 nodes (use bsub
-R fullnode when you submit the jobs). Map your ranks onto CPU sockets and use
12 OpenMP threads per rank. Similar to question 1, you can use ––map-by to accomplish
this and ––report-bindings to check your binding.
Perform this experiment for a problem size of 1283 and 10243 cells per rank. For example:

mpirun -n 1 ./mainMPI 128 128 128 1 1 1
mpirun -n 2 ./mainMPI 128 128 128 1 1 2
mpirun -n 4 ./mainMPI 128 128 128 1 2 2

would run the code with 1283 cells per rank involving 1, 2 and 4 ranks, respectively. For
each of the two experiments, create a bar plot similar to fig. 2 with the data extracted
from your profiling report (use the data averaged over ranks, the standard deviation is
optional). Comment on your observations regarding how much time is spent in the four
subtasks (comm_, smooth_inner_, sync_ and smooth_boundary_) for the two cases. Can
you overlap computation with communication?

The computation of min/max/avg data for a profiling report involves MPI_Gather calls to collect
the data from all ranks on root (MPI_Reduce works also, the gather calls allow to comute more
statistics on root afterwards). Your implementation should include such API calls. Once the
gathered data is in an array on the root rank, the computation of the minimum, maximum and
average value of the corresponding time measurement is trivial.

In order to achieve the requested rank mapping, you should use the following option with mpirun:

export OMP_NUM_THREADS=12
mpirun -np 4 --map-by ppr:1:socket:PE=12 --report-bindings \
./mainMPI 128 128 128 1 1 1
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for the case of four ranks, each mapped to a CPU socket with 12 OpenMP threads allocated. The
option states that one process ppr should be mapped to a socket with 12 processing elements PE.
You should check that this is indeed the case by verifying the output of ––report-bindings:

[eu-c7-107-07:23833] MCW rank 0 bound to socket 0
[eu-c7-107-07:23833] MCW rank 1 bound to socket 1
[eu-c7-118-06:16582] MCW rank 2 bound to socket 0
[eu-c7-118-06:16582] MCW rank 3 bound to socket 1

This shows the host names in square brackets (the two nodes) and the ranks on these nodes
are indeed mapped to different sockets. The reason such a mapping was requested is to ensure
that each rank can work with its own memory space (each socket has a separate memory
management unit MMU) which results in a homogeneous distribution of the allocated resources
without contention and a proper baseline for our following measurements.

Following the implementation discussed in part c.) and d.), the measurements for the two
different domain sizes yield the data shown in fig. 3. For perfect compute/transfer (C/T)
overlap we would expect that the time spent in sync vanishes. The time spent in comm may
not necessarily be zero because there is overhead associated even with non-blocking calls. The
timings that we observe for both the 1283 and 10243 cases are not optimal and it seems that
communication is not completely hidden.

• 4 points for the implementation of a report that involves MPI_Gather/MPI_Receive calls

• 4 points for the two bar plots of the measurement data including labeling of axes and data

• 1 point for the correct mapping of MPI ranks

• 1 point for the interpretation and discussion of the results
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Figure 3: Time measurements for asynchronous communication initiation (comm), compu-
tation of inner domain (inner), synchronization for communication completion (sync) and
computation of boundary data that depends on the communication (boundary) expressed
relative to the total time of one smoothing sweep. MPI subdomain with 2 Million cells
(left) and 1 Billion cells (right).
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Task 3: 2D Wave Equation - Hybrid MPI & OPENMP (40 points)
You are given a skeleton code that solves the following 2D wave equation

∂2u

∂t2
− c2

(
∂2u

∂x2
+
∂2u

∂y2

)
= 0,

u(0, x, y) = 1− sin(πr) · exp(−r) , ∂u
∂t

(0, x, y) = 0,

u(t, 0, y) = u(t, 1, y) , u(t, x, 0) = u(t, x, 1) ∀x, y ∈ [0, 1] (2)

by using central finite differences in space and explicit integration in time

un+1
i,j = 2uni,j + c2 δt

2

h2
(uni+1,j + uni−1,j + uni,j+1 + uni,j−1 − 4uni,j), (3)

where uni,j = u(n δt, (i+ 1
2
)h, (j + 1

2
)h). The main output of the solver is the energy functional

of the wave equation, given by

E(t) =
1

2

∫
Ω

(
∂u(x, t)

∂t

)2

+ c2
∥∥∇xu(x, t)

∥∥2
dx. (4)

The skeleton code is already parallelized with MPI. It uses a Cartesian topology and custom MPI
datatypes for ghost cell exchange among different processes. Your task is to further parallelize
this code with OPENMP.

a) (5 points) Before adding any OPENMP directives, overlap communication of ghost cells
and computation in Equation2D::run. Inner cells should be updated first, while waiting
for send and receive requests to complete. Then, cells at the boundary of each process need
to be updated last.

• 5 For looping over inner points before calling "MPI Wait all" and only looping over bound-
ary point after.

b) (1 point) We would like to allow different OPENMP threads to make MPI calls, without
any restrictions. To do so, change the MPI initialization and use a correct thread safety
mode in main.cpp.

c) (19 points) Parallelize Equation2D::run with OPENMP. You should do this by opening
only one parallel section. You will need to use pragma omp barrier to enforce thread syn-
chronization when needed. For this subquestion, create a pragma omp master region and
place the functions Equation2D::derivedFunctionCalls and Equation2D::saveGrid
in that region. You do not need to parallelize those with OPENMP yet.

• 5 For opening a single parallel section.
• 5 For swaping the pointers for arrays u_new,u and u_old with a single thread (pragma
omp single has an implicit barrier at the end, pragma omp master does not )
• 5 For synchronizing threads before calling MPI_Waitall. This can be done with
pragma omp barrier or pragma omp single. Also, only one thread should call
MPI_Waitall.
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• 4 For parallelizing the loops in the parallel region with pragma omp for. Using pragma
omp parallel for is not accepted, as it opens one more parallel region inside the
already opened one, which slows down execution.

d) (10 points) Place and function Equation2D::derivedFunctionCalls outside of the #pragma
omp master region and parallelize it with OPENMP. Then, check correctness of your hy-
brid code on Euler. Run it with different configurations of threads and MPI processes and
verify that the computed energy functional is the same for all. Very small differences in the
results are acceptable and should be attributed to how reductions are performed with mul-
tiple OPENMP threads and MPI ranks (the order of operations is not always the same and
round-off errors may differ when running with different number of threads and/or ranks).
You can also plot your results with the plot.py script.

• 3 For using pragma omp single or pragma omp master to set energy_norm_m and
energy_norm_a to zero.
• 3 For parallelizing the loop with a reduction clause.
• 4 For using a reduction to the root (0) rank for the result. The reduction should be

performed by a single thread only.

e) (5 points) Run your code with pure MPI (and only one OPENMP thread). Then, use the
same number of cores but rerun the code with MPI and more than one OPENMP thread.
For example, run the code first with 48 MPI processes and one thread and then run it with
4 processes and 12 threads. Which one is faster and why do you think this is the case?
When performing this benchmark, comment out calls to the saveGrid function, as this was
not parallelized with OPENMP in this homework.
Running with pure MPI should be faster than using the Hybrid implementation. This is
because MPI can internally replace communication with simple memory copies for ranks that
are on the same node. Thus, the per-node speedup gained from pure MPI is often larger
than the one obtained from OPENMP (where spawning threads and potential false sharing
of data -threads writing to shared arrays- is associated with additional overhead). However,
pure MPI is often associated with higher memory consumption. A hybrid implementation
uses less memory, as all classes, objects etc. are defined once (per node). In a pure MPI
implementation they would be defined once for each MPI process. This might be important
for some applications.

• 2 For correctly running with pure MPI and with the hybrid implementation.
• 3 For reporting speedup and which version is the faster one.

Guidelines for reports submissions:

• Submit a zip file of your solution via Moodle until May 03, 2021, 10:00am.

• Do not submit binary files or build directories

• There are 80 available points in this homework. To get a grade of 6/6 you need to collect
60 points. Collecting 50 points results in a grade of 5/6 and so on.
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